take their values in a Banach space. We reduce the problem to a system of differential-functional equations and then solve this system by using the method similar to that in paper [4] . As a result, we find a solution of our problem in the form pf a series.
where L = DxD^ and p is a positive integer, with the boundary conditions containing the operator L and given on two curves emanating from a common point.
A.Borzymowski [1] - [4] dealt with a Goursat problem for equation C1D in case when the boundary conditions were given on 2p curves and did not contain the operator L.
The aim of this paper is to generalize both of the aforesaid results. We stqdy a Goursat problem for equation C1D
with the boundary conditions given on 2q curves Cq being a positive divisor of p3 and containing those from papers [4] and [9] as particular cases. The functions given in the problem take their values in a Banach space. We reduce the problem to a system of differential-functional equations and then solve this system by using the method similar to that in paper [4] . As a result, we find a solution of our problem in the form pf a series. Moreover, the der i vati ve Cwith aaCOj.OgD, 0 < o^, Og < p3
ZJL. Let E be a
does not depend on order in which the differentiation is performed.
For a fixed value of J, 0 < J S k-1, the system of differential -functional equations C14D, CI53 is, with respect to the functions J> * ^Jl 3 and y • of the same type jq+* Jq+s as the system of functional equations examined -in paper [4] .
In further reasoning we will need the following notation m m 2/ Y, a * 0 I I a • 1 for I > m. ml rsl vjq+.. j = k -V"l; j. = 1,2,. . . ,k-l; -= 1,2,.
• on " Denote by
Cx € CO,Al; s = l,2,...,q; n € DO the nth term of the series appearing on the right-hand side of formula C23D with j = k-1.
Assuming that n > ng, basing on Assumptions I-III and relations C203, C283, C293, and using an argument analogous to that in [4] , pp. 26S 267, we obtain the inequality C313 ~q _s Cx3|| < const b n x Cx e CO,A3; s = 1,2,... ,q; n > nQ3, where const depends on nQ but is independent of n and b is a fixed number in CO,13. 
